Specification
The invention involves electronic reproduction
technology and concerns a process and a mechanism
for processing color values that have been generated by
pixel by pixel and line by line optoelectronic scanning
of color copies with respect to a modification of the
image reproduction scale and a correction of the image
definition.

Pixel by pixel and line by line scanning of color copies
is done, for example, in a flatbed color image scanner.
In such a flatbed color image scanner the color copy to
be scanned is placed on a flat copy holder or tray which
moves continuously relative to an optoelectronic
converter. The color copy to be scanned is alternately
illuminated line by line with red, green, and blue light,
and the scanning light, which is either reflected from or
passed through the color copy and is modulated by the
color information from the scanned lines, is converted
in the scanning unit into analogue color values.

The scanning device consists essentially of a scanning
light source, a rotating filter wheel for separating by
lines the white light generated from the scanning light
source into red, green, and blue light, and an
optoelectronic converter, for example, a photo diode
line (CCD) line) containing a downstream signal
conditioning stage for converting the color constituents
“red,” “green,” and “blue” that have been recorded line
by line from the color photo into the color values (R, G,
and B) of the individual pixels in the scan lines. The
filter wheel has three color selective segments which
have different spectral transmission characteristics for
“red,” “green,” and "blue.” Downstream of the
scanning unit is a color value processing unit, in which
the analogue color values (R, G, and B) are converted,
processed for the following processes, and then stored
or outputted on line.

Often when the color copies are reproduced, a
modification of the image reproduction scale vis-à-vis
that of the scanned color copy is undertaken, for the
purpose of which when processing the color value a
number of time consuming mathematical operations
must be done with the color values. A process for
modifying the image reproduction scale may be found,
for example, in DE-C-25 11 922.

in that the particular spacing (a) of the
sub-fields (17) that represents the
corresponding interpolation class (IK) to the
individual original pixels (PO) inside the
interpolation window (15) is determined for
the scale modification and for each original
pixel (PO) inside the interpolation window
(15) for the scale modification a weighting
coefficient (kM) for the scale modification
that corresponds to the spacing (a) is
computed from a two dimensional weighting
function,

Claims
1. A process for processing color values during the
reproduction of color copies, in which
•

color constituent representing color values
(RO, GO, BO) from original pixels (PO) that
are arranged in an original grid layout (13)
are obtained by pixel by pixel and line by line
optoelectronic scanning of color copies (9),
and stored,

•

for the purpose of modifying the image
reproduction scale vis-à-vis that of the color
copy (9) an output grid layout (14) that
corresponds to the particular image
reproduction scale is generated for output
pixels (PA) that are to be reproduced,

•

•

appropriate weighting coefficients (kM) are
determined for the computation of color
values (RA, GA, BA) of the output pixels (PA)
from stored color values (RO, GO, BO) of the
original pixels (PO),
color values (RA, GA, BA) are computed by
interpolation, in that color values (RO, GO,
BO) of the original pixels (RO, GO, BO) are
weighted with the weighting coefficients (kM)
and the weighted color values are added, and
in which

•

for an image definition correction an
interpolation window (15) for the image
definition correction is defined which is
enlarged vis-à-vis the interpolation window
(15) for the scale modification and delimits
an ambience,

•

for the interpolation classes (IK) of the class
field (16) weighting coefficients (ku) are
computed using a modified two dimensional
weighting function(GH),

•

the computed sets of weighting coefficients
(kM) for the scale modification and of
weighting coefficients (kU) for the image
definition correction are assigned to the
individual sub-fields (17) or the interpolation
(IK) such that they may be retrieved, during
the color value processing

•

the class field (16) including the interpolation
window (15) for the scale modification is
shifted across the original grid layout (13)
until an output pixel (PA) of the output grid
layout (14) lies inside the shifted class field
(16),

•

the sub-field (17) into which the pertinent
output pixel (PA) falls, is established and the
set of weighting coefficients (kM) for the
scale modification of the interpolation class
(IK) corresponding to the established
sub-field (17) is retrieved,

•

the color values (RA , GA, BA) of the
corresponding output pixel (PA) in the output
grid layout (14) are computed by means of
the retrieved set of weighting coefficients
(kM) for the scale modification,

•

for each output pixel (PA) ambience values
(RAU, GAU, BAU) are determined from color
values (RO, GO, BO) or (RA, GA, BA) of those
pixels (PO or PA) that are located in an
ambience around the particular output pixel
(PA), in that

B

•

•

•

simultaneously with the image reproduction
scale modification an image definition
correction is carried out, characterized by the
fact that before the color value processing
for the purpose of modifying the image
reproduction scale a field (16) is established
in the original grid layout (13) and is divided
into sub-fields (17) that represent
interpolation classes (IK),
an interpolation window (15) for the scale
modification is established around the class
field (16), which always contains the same
number of original pixels (PO) of the original
grid layout (13) as the number of color value
triples (RO, GO, BO) that are to be included in
the computation of color value triples (RA, GA,
BA) of an output pixel (PA),
B

•

for each interpolation class (IK) of the class
field (16) a number of weighting coefficients
(kM) for the scale modification that is
commensurate with the number of original
pixels (PO) within the interpolation window
(15) for the scale modification is determined,

•

the class field (16) including the interpolation
window (15) for the image definition
correction is shifted across the pertinent grid
layout (13 or 14) until an output pixel (PA) of
the output grid layout (14) is located inside
the shifted class field (16),

•

the class field (17) , into which the pertinent
output pixel (PA) falls, is determined and the
set of weighting coefficients (kU) for the
image definition correction of the
interpolation class (IK) corresponding to the
established sub-field (17) is retrieved and
the ambience values (RAU, GAU, BAU) are
determined from the color values (RO, GO, BO
or RA, GA, BA) of the original pixels (PO) that
are located inside the interpolation window
(15) for the image definition correction and
the weighting coefficients (kU) for the image
definition correction are computed,

•

differential values are formed from the color
values (RA, GA, BA) and the ambience values
(RAU, GAU, BAU), and

•

the differential values of optional strength are
added to the color values (RA, GA, BA) in
order to obtain corrected color values (RAK,
GAK, BAK) with reference to the image
definition.

